Homeostatic regulation of neuronal firing rates has been reliably observed in response to chronic manipulation of neural activity. From such experiments a variety of putative homeostatic mechanisms have been reported, including compensatory changes for several synapse types \[[@B1]\]. Unfortunately, it is sometimes unclear whether these synaptic changes occur in response to persistent rate deviations in individual neurons (local control) or in larger populations (global control). One variant of the former type is the recently proposed Hebbian learning rule of Vogels et al., which modifies inhibitory-to-excitatory synapses to maintain a target rate in each postsynaptic cell \[[@B2]\]. Since this rule asserts its control by changing inhibition, one might expect that in recurrent networks, similar synaptic plasticity rules elsewhere within the inhibitory feedback loop should be capable of comparable homeostatic control. Using simulations of locally connected recurrent networks, we investigate a plasticity rule that changes excitatory-to-inhibitory synapses such that presynaptic excitatory activity should remain at a target rate. We show that if the rule attempts to control excitatory neurons individually, it induces competition between those cells. For a Hebbian rule, this effect results in most of the network being driven to quiescence, whereas with rule dependent only upon presynaptic rates the competition in less pronounced. In either case, this competition is a consequence of having a local sensor (measuring the rate of a single cell), but actuators (synapses) with non-local effect \-- synaptic changes triggered by an individual excitatory cell also affect other excitatory cells due to the \"fanout\" in recurrent connectivity. Said competition can be detected in the spontaneous firing rates of the population, which become sparser over time. If instead the synaptic learning rule attempts to control the average firing rate of neurons in a sufficiently large region, this competitive effect is mitigated. Our results suggest that an apparently homeostatic rule can lead to competition, whose degree depends upon the spatial specificity of its firing rate sensor and the spatial range of its effect on the network (the effector). This interaction between sensor and effector locality in homeostatic rate control implies that further insights into the synaptic mechanisms of homeostasis could be gained by studying neuronal responses to localized experimental manipulations.
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